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 Albert        grabbed his sister’s arm. “Wanda, what’s that?”

         Albert and Wanda were coming back from picking berries

          in the People yard. Something strange was in the grass

  ahead of them.
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  They crept closer.

        . . .It was big. It was red. It was
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     It was a People shoe!

          Albert jumped up and down. This shoe was the best

          thing EVER! What was it doing outside? It was right

      where Groucho the cat could find it!
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         Groucho had beat Albert to some great stuff before.

          A huge striped feather. A pink rubber ball. A dropped

     hotdog bun. But not this time!

          “Wanda, we have to take that shoe home!” Albert said. 

           “We can put it in the playroom. It’ll be our clubhouse!”
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           Wanda looked at the shoe. “It would be a perfect clubhouse,”

             she said. “But it’s big and heavy, and the playroom is far away.

            I don’t want to get there and find out it doesn’t fit!”
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        “So?” Albert said. “We can measure it first.”

        “We don’t have a ruler,” Wanda pointed out.
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